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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives a procedure by which information about a bounded self- 
adjoint operator A can be used to obtain information about the eigenvalues and 
corresponding eigenspaces of a bounded finite-dimensional perturbation B 
of A. B is not assumed to be self-adjoint. Such perturbation problems may arise, 
e.g., when a self-adjoint differential operator is subjected to a change of boundary 
conditions [2, Appendix]. 
Weinstein considered in [7l the case when A is compact and self-adjoint. He 
constructed, for each h # 0, a matrix whose nullity gives the geometric multi- 
plicity of X as an eigenvalue of B. The matrix takes one of two different forms, 
depending on whether X is or is not an eigenvalue of A. 
The present paper considers the case that A is bounded and self-adjoint and 
that X is in the meromorphy domain of A. It is shown that the corresponding 
Weinstein matrix can then be interpreted as a conveniently simple type of 
perturbation matrix in the sense of Aronszajn and Brown [2]. 
This result serves a dual purpose. First, it relates Weinstein’s results to the 
general theory of finite-dimensional perturbations developed in [2]. Second, and 
more important, it implies that the Weinstein matrix corresponding to X can be 
used as described in [2] to obtain (at least theoretically) the complete structure of 
the generalized eigenspace of B corresponding to X (including of course, the 
geometric multiplicity of h). In addition, it enables us to answer the questions 
raised in [7] concerning the applicability of Aronszajn’s rule [I, 5, 81. 
2. PERTURBATION MATRICES AND ARONSZAJN'S RULE 
Let A be a bounded self-adjoint operator on a complex infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert space X, and let B be a bounded finite-dimensional perturbation of A. 
Then B can be written in the form 
B = A + f (*, qi)Pi 9 
i-1 
(2-l) 
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with ql ,..., qn , p, ,..., p, in X and q1 ,..., q,, linearly independent. Note that B 
is not assumed to be self-adjoint. 
Let .M be the meromorphy domain of A; i.e., the union of the resolvent set 
p(A) of A with the set of isolated eigenvalues of A of finite multiplicity. Since A 
is self-adjoint , K is an open connected neighborhood of infinity in the complex 
plane (namely, the complement of the essential spectrum of A). And, since B 
is a bounded finite-dimensional perturbation of A, the meromorphy domain of 
B is also J? [2, 3, 51. 
For h E p(A), Weinstein defines [7] the “small” matrix W,(X) corresponding 
to the representation (2.1) to be the n x n matrix with components wij = 
aij + ((A - h)-lpj, qi) (i,j = I,..., n). On the other hand, the perturbation 
matrix M(h) corresponding to (2.1) is defined [2] to be the matrix representation 
(with respect to q1 ,..., qn) of the operator P(A - h)-l (B - X) acting on S, 
where S is the subspace spanned by q1 ,..., q,, and P is the orthogonal projection 
of X onto S. 
Specifically, M(X) = {mii(h)} (;,i = l,..., n) where 
(A - h)-l (B - h) qj = f q,m,(X) + dj 3 
i=l 
(2.2) 
with dj E SL (j = I,..., n). It follows from (2.1), however, that 
(A - h)-l (B - A) qj = qj + i (qj 9 qi) (A - X)-lpi * 
id 
(2.3) 
We equate the right-hand sides of (2.2) and (2.3), then take the scalar product 
with q1 ,..., qn to obtain 
gl (qi , QtJ ‘G(X) = (qj 7 qzJ + it (Qj 3 Qd ((A - h)-‘Pi 9 qk) (i, k = l,-., 8). 
Thus 
M(h) = Q”Wd4 Q, (2.4) 
where the nonsingular matrix Q has components qij = (qj , qi) (i, j = l,..., n). 
W,(X) and M(X) are n x n matrix valued functions defined and analytic for 
X E p(A), and det W,(X) = det M(h) is a complex valued function analytic in 
p(A) and meromorphic in JY. Let h, E .4? and w(h,) be the order of ha as a zero 
or pole of det W,(X). Then [2, Theorem 11.6.21 the following form of Aronszajn’s 
rule holds: 
4il) = %(4l) - ~A&>, (2.5) 
where mA(&,) is the multiplicity of h, as an eigenvalue of A and ms(&,) is the 
aZgebraic multiplicity of X, as an eigenvalue of B. 
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In case B is self-adjoint (2.5) re uces to the more familiar form of Aronszajn’s d 
rule for self-adjoint operators [8]. In the more general case considered here, 
Aronszajn’s rule enables us to find the algebraic multiplicity of h, as an eigen- 
value of B rather than the geometric multiplicity. This result settles the question 
raised in [7] concerning Aronszajn’s rule. 
3. POINTS IN THE RESOLVENT SET OF A; TYPE EXPONENTS OF THE 
PERTURBATION MATRIX 
Before stating the next result we need to recall the definition of type exponents 
of a matrix given in [2]. 
Let M(h) be any n x n matrix whose components are analytic functions of h 
in a neighborhood of the complex number h, . For i = I ,..., 71 let C&(&J be the 
largest real number such that (h - A,,) ww is a factor of each of the i x i minor 
determinants of M(h). Then clearly 
where d,(X,) = CO if and only if all the i x i minor determinants of M(h) are 
identically zero in a neighborhood of X. 
Letrbesuchthatdi(X,)<rfori=1,...,randd,(h,)=ac,fori=r+1,...,n. 
Define p1 = d,(h,), pi = d,(h,) - die,(h,) for i = 2,..., Y, and pi =: co for 
i =z y -.- 1 ,..., n. Then 
If/+ =/+ = ... = pn = 0, then M(h) is said to be without type exponents at h, . 
Otherwise the type exponents of M(h) at ha are ~~+i ,..., pn , where t~~:+r is the 
first nonzero element of the sequence {pr ,..., pn}. 
Remark 3.1. The type exponents of M(A) are unchanged if M(A) is multi- 
plied on the left or right by a matrix which is analytic and nonsingular at &, . 
In particular, one can apply to M(X) th e e ementary 1 matrix operations of inter- 
changing two rows (or columns), of adding to one row (or column) a multiple 
of another, or of multiplying a row (or column) by an analytic function different 
from zero at X, without changing the type exponents. In this way M(X) can be 
reduced to a diagonal matrix from which one can, in theory, easily compute 
the type exponents [2, 3, 61. 
Suppose now that X, E p(A) and that M(h) is the perturbation matrix cor- 
responding to (2.1). It follows from (2.4) and Remark 3.1 that M(X) and W,(X) 
are equivalent at X, in the sense that they have the same type exponents. In view 
of [2, Theorem 11.6.11 we can therefore state: 
409/62/z-8 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a bounded self-a&int operator on the complex Hilbert 
space X and let B be a bounded$nite-dimensional perturbation of A given by (2.1). 
Let h, Ed and W,(A) = {aii + ((A - h)-lpj, qi)} (i,j = l,..., n). Then: 
(i) If W,(h) is without type exponents at ;\,, , then h, Ed. 
(ii) If W,(h) has type exponents t~~+~ ,..., t.~% at h, , then all the type exponents 
are$nite, and &, is an isolated eigenvalue of B. Moreover, the generalized eigenspace 
V of B corresponding to X, has a decomposition of the form 
where each of the subspaces V, has a basis of the form 
with 
{q , (B - h,) V~ ,..., (B - ho)‘+ vj> 
(B - A,)- vj = 0 and nj = dim Vi = t~~+~ , j = l,..., n - k. 
Remark 3.2. The generalized eigenspace V is of course a reducing subspace 
for B. Briefly stated, Theorem 3.1 says that W,(X) can be used to find the Jordan 
form of any matrix representation of B on V. Note that the algebraic multiplicity 
of X, is dim V = pk+l + ... + pn = d,&), while the geometric multiplicity is 
n - k, the nullity of WI&). Thus we recover the result of [7’j. 
4. ISOLATED EIGENVALUES OF A; FORM OF THE PERTURBATION MATRIX 
Theorem 3.1 allows us to investigate the eigenspace of B corresponding to 
any X, E d which is not an eigenvalue of A. In this section we consider the case 
when h, is an eigenvalue of A. For convenience we make the following notational 
convention: when writing the components of a matrix, i and k will only be used 
as row indices; j and 1 will be used as column indices. Thus, e.g., {(q , qi)} 
(i = l,..., n, 1 = l,..., p) denotes the n x r. matrix with components 
yil = (14~ , qi) (i = l,..., n, 1 = I,..., p). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A, B, X be as in Theorem 3.1, and let A,, be an isolated 
etgenvalue of A of multiplicity II. Let u1 ,..., u, be an orthonormal basis for the 
ea&nspace U of A corresponding to 4; let A’ be the restriction of A to U’-; and let 
P’ be the orthogonal projection of X onto CF. Then the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 
hold, but with W,(h) replaced by the matrix 
FL + ((A’ - 4-l p’pj 9 QiN W*(X)=[ ” {(ut 9 QiN I [ 
i,j=l ,..., n 
{(Pi > %)I (0 - u w k, 1 = l,..., /L I * 
(4.1) 
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Remark 4.1. W&J is the “big” matrix defined in [7]. From Theorem 4.1 
we recover Weinstein’s result that the nullity of IV,&,) is the geometric multi- 
plicity of A0 as an eigenvalue of B. 
In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we use a technique from [2] to replace the 
given perturbation problem by one to which Theorem 3.1 applies. Specifically, 
we define a new operator a = A + (I - P’), I being the identity operator. 
Then A is also a bounded self-adjoint operator, but A,, E p(A). 
We next find a representation for B in terms of d. Introduce a new basis 
pi0 = f ffijqj (i = l,..., ?z) (4.2) 
j=l 
for the subspace S generated by q1 ,..., qn , where qlo,..., qvl’ are so chosen that: 
(i) qr’ = P’q,O (i = l,..., m) forms a basis for the image P’(S) of ,‘; 
under P’ and m = dim P’(S). 
(ii) P’q,” = 0 (i = m + I,..., n). 
Clearly, such a basis exists. Then (2.1) can be replaced by 
B = A + 2 (., qi’)pio, 
i=l 
where pi’,..., p,,’ satisfy 
pj = i pj'olij (j = l,..., ?z). 
i=l 
(4.3) 
Using the fact that qio = P’q,’ + xi=, (qio, uk) uk (i = I,... , n) and .-1 -= 
A - CL=,(*, tik) uk , we find that 
where 
(4.4) 
~~=$l(u~>qiD)Pio (k=l,.**,p). (4.5) 
Equation (4.4) expresses B as a finite-dimensional perturbation of A^, with 
91’ ,..., qm , Ul ,***, u, linearly independent. Thus by Theorem 3.1, the structure 
of the generalized eigenspace of B corresponding to A,, can be found using the 
type exponents of the (m + CL) x (m + CL) matrix 
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(i,j = l,..., m) (k, 1 = l,..., CL). We shall transform this matrix into the matrix 
W,(h) of Theorem 4.1 using only operations which do not change the type 
exponents. 
Since U reduces both A and a, ((a - A)-l p,“, qi’) = ((A - A)-l pjo, P’q,O) = 
((A’ - A)-’ P);, qiy, and ((a - A)-’ (or - uJ, qi’) = ((a - X)-l ul, q;) = 
((A’ - A)-’ P’v, ) QiO) (i,j = l)...) m) (I = I ,..., II). Since a is self-adjoint and 
(A - X)-l uk = (1 + A, - X)-l uk , also ((A - A)-l pjo, uk) = (1 + A, - A)-’ x 
(pjo, u,), and L + ((a - X1-l (q - ~4, uk) = (1 + 4, - X)-l ((vu~, uk) - 
(A - A,) s,, (j = I,..., m) (k, E = 1 ,..., PC>. Thus (see Remark 3.1) the type 
exponents of l@i(A) at A,, are the same as those of 
Ml@) = [ 
(t&j + ((A’ - A)-1 P)pjO, QiO)} {-((A’ - A)-1 P’v, , qio)} 
{(Pj T uk)l w - 43) hc, - (Vl *d 1 (4.6) 
(i,j = l,..., m) (k, I = l,..., CL). 
Let Ma(h) be the (n + p) x (n + p) matrix defined by the right-hand side of 
(4.6) but with (i,j = l,..., n). S ince ((A’ - X)-l P‘pj’, Si”) =((A’ -X)-l P’V, , qio) 
= 0 for i = nz + l,..., n, we can, simply by rearranging rows (and columns) in 
Ma(h), transform it into the matrix 
Here I,,-, is the (n - m) x (n - m) identity matrix, and N(h) is an m x (n - m) 
matrix (whose exact form is not important). The type exponents of M,(h) at A,, 
are therefore the same as those of &a(h), which are easily seen to be the same as 
those of M,(h). 
Next, using the definition (4.5) of v, ,..., v, , we see that 
where 
~zv> =[ iCsij +CA’ - h)-1 pYj”, 4io)) {(“l Y Qi’)) 1 ( i,j=l ,*.., 71 {(Pj”, 4 w - 43) %t) 1 k, 1 = l,..., /A. ’ 
Finally, it follows easily from (4.2) and (4.3) that 
where 
W&9 = Q-‘w,V) Q, 
Q = [G$ 01 (i,j = l,..., ?z). 
It is now clear that W,(h) has the same type exponents at A, as I@i(h), and the 
theorem is proved. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
Suppose the bounded self-adjoint operator A has an isolated eigenvalue h, 
of multiplicity four and corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors pi , u2 , us , uq . 
We consider two simple examples to which the results of the preceding sections 
can be applied. 
ExAMPLE 1. B=A +(.,U,)ff,+(.,U3)U4. 
Here W,(h) = 1a. Thus det W,(h) G 1 and Aronszajn’s rule gives the 
algebraic multiplicity m,(&,) = 4. For h near I\s , 
10 1 0 0 0 
01 0 0 1 0 
w&Y = i 0 0 h-Ah, 0 0 0 I * 1 0 h-Ah, 
00 0 0 h-Ah, 0 
01 0 0 0 x - A, 
WJX,) has nullity 2, so the geometric mulriplicity &X) =-= 2. W,(h) is easily 
transformed by elementary matrix operations of the types described in Remark 
3.1 into the matrix 
0 i/ 
which has type exponents 2, 2 at ho . Thus the generalized eigenspace v of R 
corresponding to ho decomposes into the direct sum of two irreducible reducing 
subspaces, each of dimension two. In fact, I’ == 1,; @ I’, , where {pi , u:, : 
(B - Ao) ui} is a basis for Vi and {us , ug = (B -- X,) u,} is a basis for I+2 
EXAMPLE 2. B = A + ( ., ul) u2 + (., u2) ug . 
As in Example 1, W,(h) = Ie , det W,(h) =: 1, and m,(h,) = 4. Now, haw- 
ever, 
w&9 = 
‘10 1 0 0 0 
01 0 1 0 0 
0 0 h - A(, 0 0 0 
10 0 X-A” 0 0 
01 0 0 X-A, 0 
.oo 0 0 0 x - A, I . 
Again, ps(X,,) = 2, but U’,(h) transforms into the matrix 
4 
i 
0 
O 0 [ 
h - A0 
(A _” ho)3 11 
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which has type exponents 1, 3. Hence the canonical decomposition of V is 
V = VI @ V, , where dim V, = 1 and dim V, = 3. In fact, we can take (uq} 
as a basis for V, and {U 1 , ue = (B - h,) u1 , ua = (B - X0)* ul} as a basis 
for V,. 
These simple examples show that although Aronszajn’s rule and Weinstein’s 
nullity rule enable us to find m,(h,) and &h& the type exponents of the pertur- 
bation matrix may still be needed to find the structure of the generalized eigen- 
space. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
If A is not assumed to be self-adjoint, the simplifications of the present paper 
no longer apply, and the more general results of [2] must be used. However, 
Eq. (2.4) remains valid. Thus, although Eq. (2.5) and Theorem 3.1 must be 
replaced by [2, Theorem 11.6.21 and [2, Theorem 11.6.11, W,(h) can still be used 
as the perturbation matrix corresponding to the representation (2.1). 
The procedures used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 can also be adapted to the 
more general case, but the resulting perturbation matrices will be more com- 
plicated than is W,(X). 
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